Free Must-Have Google Cardboard Apps
DinoTrek VR Experience - Follow different dinosaurs as the camera flies over the action. This is more of
a story than a stand-still activity, but it can be played as many times as you wish. Every time, you can
turn a different way and see something new. iOS
Discovery VR – Wonderful 3D videos on a wide variety of subjects. Android
Google Cardboard App – This Android/iOS app lets you:
 Fly where your fancy takes you on Google Earth
 Examine cultural artifacts from every angle
 Visit Versailles with a local tour guide
InMind VR – This app will take you on a journey into the patient's brains in search of the neurons that
cause mental disorder. This experimental project made by Nival is an awesome way to navigate into a
human brain in virtual reality. Android/iOS
Lanterns for Google Cardboard – This beautiful app gives you a night view of the Lantern Festival
celebration. Android
New York Times VR Stories – Access richly-immersive stories from across the globe. Android/iOS
The North Face: Climb – Experience the thrill of rock climbing and base jumping with two premiere
athletes. Android
Orbulus – This app lets you visit Mars, the Salt Flats, Hong Kong Harbor, and more. Android
Polar Sea 360 – A 10-part television series that follows sailors, scientists, hunters, and artists on a
journey through the Arctic’s Northwest Passage. Android/iOS
Tilt Brush Gallery - View creations made with Tilt Brush, a painting application made for virtual reality.
Load pre-made sketches and watch them draw in as they were originally created. Android
Titans of Space Cardboard VR – This is a short guided tour of the planets in our Solar System and a few
stars. Android
Tuscany – Beenoculus - Explore the quaint Tuscan countryside. This might be useful to visualize Italy
when reading books or studying history. iOS
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VR Cave – Fly through this beautiful cave deep underneath the earth. Android
VR Safari – How many animals can you identify on safari? Use this app for studying about animal
habitats or for counting, grouping, or identifying animal characteristics. iOS
Vrse - Vrse is a very interesting story-telling application. It shows you sweeping landscapes and graphics
while you listen to stories. Android/iOS
VRStories - Put yourself in the middle of newsworthy American events including historical, sports, and
human interest stories from Gannett. iOS
The Wild Within – This app lets travelers experience the coastal wilderness of British Columbia, Canada.
Choose from two distinct paths: one explores the coastline, while the other heads up into the alpine to
explore glacial waterfalls. Android
YouTube – You can watch some YouTube videos in 360.
YouVisit VR – This app lets you step into exotic locations like Machu Picchu; browse leading colleges and
universities, including Harvard and Yale; and become immersed in breathtaking live events like
TomorrowWorld. Android/iOS
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